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 Abstract— The objectives of this paper we are compress the 

testing methodologies and techniques. In the real world, various 

type of testing methodology executed at this time. In this paper 

we are analysis of the two testing methodology first is the White 

box testing and another Black box testing…. 

 White Box Testing is such as a software testing method 

in which the internal structure/ design/ 

implementation of the item being tested is known to the 

tester.  

 Black Box Testing is a software testing method in which 

the internal structure/ design/ implementation of the 

item being tested is NOT known to the tester.  

Both are used the following techniques which is improve the 

testing methodology in software. 

1. Comparison  Testing 

2. Equivalence partitioning 

3. Loop testing 

 

 

Index Terms— methodologies, techniques, Black box testing.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION,  DEFINITION OF TESTING 

Software testing is work as the third phase in SDLC(software 

development life cycle), that means it is only checking if a 

software program for specified inputs gives correctly and 

expected results according to requirements of user. There are 

various an important component of software testing 

methodology [fig 5]… 

i. 1st
 component of software testing is SQA (software 

quality assurance). 

ii.  2nd
 is the many software organizations are spending up 

to 40% of their resources on software testing.  

The life cycle of software testing can be highly expensive. 

Because of that, these are studies about risk analysis .This 

term is define the software project will experience undesirable 

events, such as schedule delays, cost overruns, or outright 

cancellation, and more about this in [10]. 

In the real world, the various type definitions about software 

testing, but one can shortly define that as: A process of 

executing a software program with the goal of finding errors 

see [3]). So, testing means that one inspects results of a 

software program on a finite set of test cases (a set of inputs, 

execution pre-conditions, and expected outcomes developed 

for a particular objective,  such as to exercise a particular 

program path or to verify compliance with a specific 

requirement, see [11]) for which valued inputs always exist. 

The whole set of test cases are considered as infinite, 

therefore theoretically there are too many test cases occur for 

the simple programs. In this case, testing could require 

months and months to execute. So, how to select the most 
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relevant set of test cases? In test case used to various 

techniques, and some of them are correlated with risk 

analysis, while others with test programmer. Testing is an 

activity performed for evaluating software quality and for 

improving the performance of software. Hence, the main 

objective of testing is systematical process of different classes 

of errors [see [12]) in a minimum amount of time and with a 

minimum amount of effort. We decided the test result (see 

[2]): 

 

II. METHODOLOGY FOR SOFTWARE TESTING: 

Software Testing are developed the various test techniques to 

achieve more effective test result. Software testing is used to 

techniques and conditions for testing which get the maximum 

number of errors in software program. So, testers do not guess 

which test cases to choose, and test techniques enable them to 

design testing conditions in a systematic way. Also, if one 

combines all sorts of existing test techniques, after that we 

will obtain better results rather if one uses just one test 

technique. Software can be tested in two ways, in another 

words, one can distinguish two different methods: 

 

1. White box testing, and 

2. Black box testing. 

 

White box testing is highly effective in detecting and 

resolving problems about testing [12], because bugs can often 

be found before they cause trouble. Testing software, define 

this method as testing software with the knowledge of the 

internal structure and coding inside the program ([13]). 

White box testing is also called white box analysis, clear box 

testing or clear box analysis. It is a strategy for software 

debugging [14]) in which the tester has excellent knowledge 

of how the program components interact among them. This 

method can be used in WWW (Such as Web services 

applications), and is rarely practical for debugging in large 

network systems [14] about security. It is also known as 

security testing [15]. Security testing is provide the data and 

maintains functionality as intended (see [6]) method that can 
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be used to validate whether code implementation follows 

intended design, to validate implemented security 

functionality, and to uncover exploitable vulnerabilities (see 

[15]). 

Black box testing is testing software based on output 

requirements and without any knowledge of the internal 

structure or coding in the program (see [16]). In another 

words, a black box is any device whose workings are not 

understood by or accessible to its user. In data mining, a black 

box is an algorithm that doesn’t provide an explanation of 

how it works.  

The main characteristics and comparison between white box 

testing and black box testing are follows. 

A.  Black Box Testing Versus White Box Testing 

1) Black Box Testing: 

 Performing the tests which exercise all Functional 

requirements of a program; 

 Finding the following errors: 

1. Incorrect or missing functions; 

2. Interface errors; 

3. Errors in data structures or external 

database access; 

4. Performance errors; 

5. Initialization and termination errors. 

 Advantages of this method: 

1. 1.The number of test cases are reduced to 

achieve reasonable testing; 

2. 2.The test cases can show presence or 

absence of classes of errors. 

2) White Box Testing: 

 Considering the internal logical arrangement of 

software; 

 The test cases exercise certain sets of conditions and 

loops; 

 Advantages of this method: 

1. All independent paths in a module will be 

exercised at least once; 

2. All logical decisions will be exercised; 

3. All loops at their boundaries will be executed; 

Internal data structures will be exercised to maintain their 

validity 

 

III.  SOFTWARE TESTING TECHNIQUES 

A. Equivalence partitioning: 

Equivalence partitioning is an important software testing 

technique. It is divided the input data of a software program 

into partitions of equivalence classes from which test cases 

can be derived, and test cases are designed to cover each 

partition at least once. 

This technique divides the input data of a program onto 

equivalence classes. An equivalence class is a set of valid or 

invalid states for input data, and can be defined in the 

following way: 

1. An input data specifies a range → one valid and two 

invalid equivalence classes are defined; 

2. An input data needs a specific value → one valid and two 

invalid equivalence classes are defined; 

3. An input data specifies a member of a set → one valid and 

one invalid equivalence class are defined; 

4. An input data is Boolean → one valid and one invalid 

equivalence class are defined. Well, using this technique, one 

can get test cases which identify the classes of errors. 

B. Comparison Testing 

Comparison testing is an important part of testing, where 

testers compare a software product’s strengths and 

weaknesses with other software products that are currently 

available in the market. Comparison testing is a very good 

indicator of how competitive and useful the software product 

will be to the end users soon after its commercial release.  

C. Basis Path Testing: 

Basis path testing is also white box testing technique that is 

used to test the code based on control flow. The method uses a 

control flowchart and a control flow graph to convert the code 

into a model and then derive independent test paths from it. 

For obtaining the basis set and for presentation control flow in 

the program, one uses flow graphs (Figure 3 and Figure 4). 

Main components of that graphs are:  

 Node – it represents one or more procedural 

statements. Node which contains a condition is 

called predicate node. 

 Edges between nodes – It is representing the flow of 

control. Each node must be bounded by at least one 

edge, even if it does not contain any useful 

information.  

 Region – an area bounded by nodes and edges. 

 

Cyclomatic Complexity is software metric. Cyclomatic 

complexity is computed using the control flow graph of the 

program The value evaluated for Cyclomatic complexity 

defines the number of independent paths in the basis set of a 

program.  

For the given graph G, Cyclomatic complexity M is equal to: 

M = E − N + 2, 

Where, E = the number of edges of the graph, N = the number 

of nodes of the graph, P = the number of connected 

components. 

The control flow generated from the program would look like 

Fig (1). In the above figure shows seven nodes (shapes) and 

eight edges (lines). 

The formal formula the Cyclomatic complexity is 8-7 + 2 = 3. 

D.         Loop Testing: 

Loop testing a white box testing technique performed to 

validate the loops. There are three kinds of loops as 

mentioned below: 

1. Simple loops; 

2. Nested loops; 

3. Unstructured loops. 
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4.1.1 Simple Loop Testing 

It is possible to execute the following tests: 

 Skip the loop entirely; 

 Only one pass through the loop; 

 Two passes through the loop; 

 m passes through the loop where m<n; 

 n-1, n, n+1 passes through the loop, 

Where n is the maximum number of allowable passes through 

the loop. A typical simple loop is depicted in Figure 2. 

 
4.1.2 Nested Loops 

If one uses this type of loops, it can be possible that the 

number of probable tests increases as the level of nesting 

grows. So, one can have an impractical number of tests. To 

correct this, it is recommended to use the following approach: 

 Start at the innermost loop, and set all other loops to 

minimum values; 

 Conduct simple loop tests for the innermost loop and 

holding the outer loop at their minimum iteration 

parameter value; 

 Work outward, performing tests for the next loop; 

 Continue until all loops have been tested. 

A typical nested loop is depicted in Fig (3). 

 
4.1.3 Unstructured Loops 

This type of loop should be redesigned. A typical 

unstructured loop is depicted in Fig (4). 
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